Protection against Electric
Shock

.

Electric shock and burns caused by passage

.

of electric current through the body.
Magnitude of current depends on:

.
.
.
.
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Examples of damage caused
by electric shock

Voltage
Body impedance
Contact impedance
Frequency

Duration of contact
Entrance wound

Exit wound

Examples of damage caused
cont')

Examples of damage caused by
electric shock (cont')

Worker was holding an electrical tool.
Entrance wound and thermal burns are

visible.

a ffl days later.
Massive swelling had to be relieyed by cutting the hand.

Sare hand

Examples of damage caused
by electric shock (cont')

Shock
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Direct - occurs when a body part touches a live part directly.

This type of shock is particularly dangerous, as the full voltaqe of the
supply can be developed across the body.

Indirect - The person comes into contact with an exgnsed conductive
part which is not normally live but has become live accidentally.

occurs when a fault occurs on a installation such as a bare cable

touching earthed metal.
Indirect contact can occur as a result of faults in electrical appliances,
particular with metal casings,
Involuntary mu*le contraction
ShGk @us€d by grabbing a power llne.
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Ventricular fibrillation

. Main cause of death by electric shock due to
ventricular fl brillation.
. Uncoordinated pulsing of the heaft tissues
.
.

Vulnerable period of the
cardiac cycle

q
l

such that the pumping action of the heart
stops.
If an electric current is applied to the heart
during a vulnerable period, the heart will
fibrillate and cease pumping.
Blood pressure then falls, blood does not
reach the brain and results in death.
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Protection against shock

.

The graph defines 4 zones of current vs time.

.

For each zone, the pathophysiological effects are

.

Curve C.1 shows that when a current greater than 30mA
oasses throuoh a human beinq from one hand to foot, the
ixrson is likely to be killed unless the current is interrupted very
qulcklY.
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Protection by insulation of live parts
Protection by means of baniers or enclosures

Indirect

Use these curves to protect against indirect shock.
If the prctstive device operats quickly within the toLrh volEge
curue, injury is avoided.

"
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Automatic disconnection of the power supply to the
connected electrical equipment

'

Special arrangements such as:

.
.
.

.

. For circuits supplying handheld equipment,

the disconnection time required in the event
of fault to eafth is 0.4 s.
This time complies with the touch voltage
curue.

.

Equipotential bonding
Electrical separation by means of isolating transformers

Indirect shock (cont'd)

Indirect shock

.

Use of class II insulation or equivalent
Non conducting locations

To ensure devices operate quickly enough,
the eafth loop impedance values have to be
kept below a'specifled value.

.
.

The actual touch voltage for 230 V supplies is around 100 V.

.
.

For other circuits, a 5 s disconnection time is a general rule.

From the touch voltage curve, 100 V requires a
disconnection time of0.4 s.

To achieve this, larger cables or residual current devices
may be needed.

.

The earth looo imoedance has to be calculated for all
circuits. See figure on the next slide.
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Indirect shock (cont'd)

Protection against fire

*---

. Basic considerations

when selecting
cables with regard to fire hazards:

'
"

Contribution of the cable combustion
products to the hazard
Need to maintain circuit integrity under fire
conditions
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(cont'd)

Cable constructions

. Emission

of smoke and toxic gases when
PVC cables are burnt, , e.g. release of HCL.

.

This has led to development of
thermosetting cables with low emission of
smoke and corrosive gases when affected
by flre.

r

Examples

.

*

BS

5207

-

Mineral insulated

cables with a rating not
exceeding 750 V
BS 7629 - Thermosetting
insulated cables with limited

circuit inteqrity when affected
by fire

.

Mineral insulated cables (Cu
sheath/Cu conductor) hai
best performance under fire
conditions

Circuit integrity

.
.
.

Operability of electrical circuits during a fire.
It is a form of fire-resistance rating.
Standard method

.

L1L2L3

.

L1 indicates

Standard method

.
.

B-750oCfor3hrs
C-950oCfor3hrs

.

'

L, indicates resistance to fire with mechanical
shock. Mechanical shocks are applied to the cable
at specified temperatures of:

D - 950oC for 20 mins
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L2 indicates resistance

. x - 6500c
. Y - 7500C
. z- 5900c

. A-650oCfor3hrs

'

to fire at 650oC with water

"
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